Shipston High: English Curriculum
This curriculum map is being phased into the department with projected completion due 2020-2021 – some areas subject to change
GCSE English Literature:
A full recap of texts –
Romeo and Juliet, A Christmas Carol, Poetry Anthology,
An Inspector Calls and Unseen Poetry.

Paper 2, Section B
writing skills:
Students recap and
revise the five nonfiction writing styles:
essay, article,
leaflet, letter and
speech.

GCSE Examination
season:
English Language and
English Literature.

GCSE English Language
A full recap of question types – practice papers to be worked
through in timed conditions in preparation for the GCSE exams.

Approaches to Language:
Paper 2 Question 4:
Skills of comparison and
analysis of methods..

Year

11

Paper 1, Section B writing skills:
Students recap on fictional creative
writing and exam format

Approaches to Language:
Paper 2 Question 2:
summarising and
synthesising information.

Approaches to Language:
Paper 1 Question 3: analysis of
Approaches to Language:
structure and how it engages the
Paper 1 Question 4: evaluation reader.
of statements and analysis of
methods

Approaches to Language:
Paper 1 Question 2: analysis of
language and writer’s methods.

Inter-leaved revision of literature texts:
Revision of all texts studied in year 10 are staggered throughout year 11

Romeo and Juliet (Lit Paper 1):
Students develop on their
knowledge of Shakespeare
and context from Year 8 and 9.

A Christmas Carol (Lit Paper 1):
Students complete a GCSE style
question using an extract and a
copy of the novella.

Romeo and Juliet (Lit Paper 1):
Focus on reading the play and
understanding characterisation,
themes, motifs etc.

Year

10

Romeo and Juliet (Lit Paper 1):
Students complete a GCSE style
question using an extract and a copy of
the play.

Revision of Literatu
Paper 1 and 2 for
Year 10 Mocks

A Christmas Carol (Lit
Paper 1):
Focus on reading the
novel and
understanding
characterisation,
themes, motifs etc.

A Christmas Carol (Lit Paper 1):
Students learn who Charles
Dickens was and which contextual
factors contributed to his writing.
Call upon knowledge of Victorian
London to assist

Unseen and Power and Conflict
Poetry (Lit Paper 2):
Unseen analysis format
introduced. Analysis of AQA
poetry anthology, including
context, language and structure.
Romanticism included.

GCSE English,
Spoken
Language
Endorsement:
Individual
presentations to
be filmed and
completed by all
students.

Macbeth:
Comparing views on mental health as
well as writing texts to persuade and
argue around issues of mental health.

Romanticism Reading:
Exploring themes within
texts and how writers
present them.

Macbeth:
Students build on their knowledge of
Shakespeare from last year. Introduced
to the overall plot of Macbeth

Gothic Reading:
Reading a range of gothic
poetry and studying how poet’s
Gothic Writing:
use language techniques
Looking at key extracts to
effectively.
analyse e.g. Frankenstein and
Dracula.
Ruby In The Smoke:
Considering how
structural features add
to effects
Ruby in the Smoke:
Reading of the novel,
drawing links with
characters and Victorian
history.

The Tempest study:
Students to particularly
focus on how
relationships and
patriarchy are developed
in the play, The Tempest

Ruby In The Smoke:
Students explore
non-fiction writing for
a specific text type.

The Tempest study:
Students to explore
extracts from
Shakespeare’s plays and
see how language is used
to shape meaning.

Myths and Legends:
How to spot and use allusions in all
forms of writing.

Ruby In The Smoke:
Understanding how
language creates
character.

9

Noughts and Crosses: The Play:
Students to analyse stage
directions and effect of
characterisation.
Noughts and Crosses: The Play:
Exploring how writers present
thoughts and feelings within nonfiction texts

Animal Farm:
Reading of the novel,
drawing links with
characters and history.
Why has Orwell done this?
What was he trying to show
regarding the leadership at
this time?

The Tempest study:
The life of William
Shakespeare. Students to look
into his background and
contextual information.

Year

GCSE English Literature Paper 2:
Students learn who J.B Priestley
was and the ideas of capitalism
and socialism within society.

Macbeth:
Students focus on how characters are
crafted to present tragic flaws within
them. Tracking and analysis of a
protagonist.

Gothic Reading:
Romanticism Writing:
What are the conventions of a
Exploring writing to argue a
Gothic text? Focusing on
point of view for a given
gothic language techniques
statement. Focus on article
writing
Gothic Writing:
Gothic Reading and Writing:
What is the Gothic
Functions and features of an
genre?
exposition (language and
Who are the writing
structure). Students create
influencers?
their own gothic expositions.

GCSE English Literature Paper 2:
Modern play – An Inspector Calls.
Analysis of the play, language,
structure and context. Essay
practice.

The Tempest:
Students explore creative writing
skills, focusing on show not tell
and settings.
Private Peaceful:
Students learn about specific war
poets. Draw links with the
knowledge they learnt about
WW1. Understanding poetic terms

Noughts and Crosses: The Play:
The skills of evaluation and
comparison developed further

Noughts and Crosses: The Play:
Impact of discrimination on
society and individuals

Year

8

Animal Farm: Non-Fiction
Looking at writing to argue
following analysis of non-fiction
texts that link to a theme in the
story.

Animal Farm:
Analysis of poignant moments in
the text. Why did Boxer die? What
does this represent? Why has a
cyclical structure been used?

Animal Farm: Creative Writing:
Students explore different
narrative structures such as
narrative voice, flashbacks,
foreshadowing, dual narrative
etc,

Welcome to English at
Shipston High – the
Private Peaceful:
adventure starts here!
Reading of the novel,
exploring impact of war on
individuals and society.

Year

7
Myths and Legends:
Introduction to the skills of
evaluation.

Myths and Legends:
What does it mean to make
inferences? How do we compare?

Private Peaceful:
Analysing a non-fiction, considering relationships
and how the writer portrays significant events.

